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Mother Earth’s Blog
Please check out earlier mother earth blogs by clicking the Blog link
above. This week we have added Blog 13, on Climate Change.

Editor's Notes

Devastating hurricanes hitting the coastline of the United States and
the Carribean Islands are the reality the mankind has to face today.
This is not an episode of the movie we are watching, these are the
results of our arrogant attitude to the Planet, the place we live in and
care so little about.
See more news on hurricane Irma in Businessinsider overview.

FACTS OF THE WEEK – TO SHARE WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY


Over 1 million square kilometres of Artic ice is lost every decade



Global warming caused sea levels to rise 19 cms between 1901 and 2002
and is expected to increase them by a further 63 cms by 2100



Global warming has led to increased frequency and intensity of storms
causing increased deaths and devastation around the world



1% rise in global warming results in a 5% reduction in grain yields affecting
food security of the planet and even more problems for poor farmers

We are pleased to brief you on latest events, progress and issues addressed under
each of the SDGs as grouped into the 5Ps - People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace,
Partnerships:

SDG # 13 Climate action

PLANET

Plastic fibres found in tap water around the
world
"Microplastic contamination has been found in tap water in countries around
the world, leading to calls from scientists for urgent research on the
implications for health.
Scores of tap water samples from more than a dozen nations were analysed
by scientists for an investigation by Orb Media, who shared the findings with
the Guardian. Overall, 83% of the samples were contaminated with plastic
fibres."
Check out full story here.

PEOPLE

United Nations - "Ending Poverty and Hunger" is part of a UN short film series "The
Story You are Shaping" created by HUMAN, which premiered at the UN Sustainable
Development Summit 2015.

PROSPERITY

“Getting Started with the SDGs in Universities” a guide to help Universities engage the youth
Australian Campuses Towards Sustainability and the United Nations
Sustainable Development Network based on the input of the universities
from Australia and New Zealand prepared a practical guide to engage with
young people.

PEACE, JUSTICE

Can the Information technology help build
peace?
An app called PeaceFare, a game that lets players “build peace” on their
phones by giving virtual money to virtual homeless people. Read more on
this innovation in Washington post review.

PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships for sustainable water solutions,
India
New Delhi: Grundfos India, one of the leading pump manufacturers in India, is
actively promoting the need of developing sustainable water solutions by
partnering with the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) for 12th Sustainability
Summit.

Get Involved, Make a Difference. Make some NOISE!
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